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When millions of homes and thousands of businesses lose access to electricity, it becomes obvious that energy 
is critical to the economy. We understandably focus on the crisis at hand. However, there is an equally critical 
but neglected backstory. It is the misperception of how energy relates to the economy over long periods. This 
misperception influences our lawmakers who make policies that influence the types of energy and other 
infrastructure in which we invest, including investments to lower carbon emissions. Simply put, more of us need 
to think about the broader relationship between energy and economic theory.   

In the aftermath of the most recent blackouts, Texans should ask how economic theories influenced policy 
choices behind the formation of ERCOT, the Texas electric grid operator. The following sequence is clear: 
Economics informed policy, policy set the rules and incentives for the ERCOT electricity market, and these 
policies set the incentives for investment in power generation, including for preparedness to extreme weather.   

In short, the sequence is economics to policy to energy. But the real sequence starts with energy. Absolutely no 
economic activity occurs without energy consumption. The full sequence is from energy to economics to policy, 
and then back to energy (and other) investment. People think that economic models are explaining the 
economic impacts of a changing energy system, but in reality, they can’t do this because they assume there is no 
direct role of energy in economic growth.    

So, we must ask: What economic ideas inform policy, and how do they incorporate the concept of energy?   

In the context of the Texas grid blackout, people fight over energy narratives without economic theory. 
Proponents of the fossil fuel narrative argue that wind and solar farms can’t function in cold conditions. 
Proponents of the renewable energy narrative point to a failing natural gas supply chain. Thus, the energy 
narratives argue over technologies. These technologies have important physical characteristics, such as how 
efficiently they convert their energy source into electricity. In normal operation, these characteristics make 
electricity costs and prices similar.  

But to consider energy technology decades into the future, economic models require a theory about what is 
meant by the word “technology.” The most common theory of economic growth put into practice for making 
policy, such as assessing the cost of carbon, assumes no specific relationship to the physical principles of energy 
or efficiency. Technology is either some unknown process that occurs no matter what we choose to do, or it is in 
the human mind.  

This limitation is critical to understand because research indicates that “technological change” is best explained 
as increasing energy conversion efficiency. This finding is absent from most economic models that inform energy 
policy, but it is critical we integrate it.   

Today, there is backlash from Texans toward legislators, regulators and energy industry stakeholders who failed 
to learn from mistakes to prevent power generation failures caused by a similar winter storm in 2011. In the 
same way, we should avoid future backlash by avoiding past mistakes of modeling technological change, and 
thus economic growth, independently of energy and efficiency.   

Texans are rightfully confused as to how energy and economic policies influenced power plant investment and 
maintenance decisions that affected their lives so acutely during a multiple day blackout. They are confused 
because the actual electricity and natural gas prices became separated from costs and physical reality. In the 
aftermath, they want to know whether and why they might be responsible for costs they did not choose to 
bear.   



On the much longer time scale of decades, Americans with stagnant wages during the decades since the 1970s 
oil crises don’t understand how economic policies, influenced by energy constraints, have chronically affected 
their lives in negative ways. If we don’t model economic growth and technology using energy and efficiency 
principles, all Americans will continue to be misled by energy and economic policy.   
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